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Abstract

Positronium (Ps) is shown to exist in a delocalized state in self-assembled metal-organic crystals that have large 1.3-1.5 nm cell sizes. Belonging to a class of materials with record high accessible specific surface areas, these highly porous crystals are the first to allow direct probing with simple annihilation lifetime techniques of the transport properties of long-lived triplet Ps in what is hypothesized to be a Bloch state. Delocalized Ps has unprecedented (high) Ps mobility driven primarily by weak phonon scattering with unusual and profound consequences on how Ps probes the lattice.
Positronium (Ps) is the hydrogen-like bound state of an electron with its antiparticle, the positron. Its ground state consists of spin singlet (p-Ps) and triplet states (o-Ps) that annihilate into two and three photons respectively with mean lifetimes of 0.125 ns and 142 ns [1]. Ps readily forms by electron capture when positrons are stopped in matter. In gases the Ps is free, interacting with the gas molecules only during collisions. In condensed matter Ps does not form in metals due to electron screening. In amorphous insulators Ps forms, localizes, and decays in open volume regions and is a well-known probe to characterize such “free” volume [2]. In some crystalline materials and within certain temperature limits p-Ps is observed in a delocalized Bloch state [3,4,5] but this is relatively rare and strong many-body effects can distort Ps and complicate interpretation. Such a novel quantum state of a single atom in a crystalline solid has also been observed for the heavier exotic atom of muonium [6], but only at very low temperatures (<10 mK). Recently a new class of crystalline materials called microporous coordination polymers, MCPs [7,8], has been synthesized that has nanometer-sized open volume networks that promote copious Ps formation [9]. We will show that triplet Ps in an MCP can be in a completely delocalized state consistent with a Bloch state throughout the temperature range from 77 K to 650K, thus enabling the exploration of Ps Bloch state decay and dynamics/transport using simple lifetime techniques.

MCPs are formed from the self-assembled linking together of metals or metal-oxide clusters and organic ligands (“linkers”) of controllable nanometer lengths to form rigid, highly porous (open volumes up to 93% [10]) lattices with record-setting specific surface areas (>5000 m²/g [10,11,12,13,14,15]). Development of MCPs over the last decade has attracted intense interest from both academic and industrial researchers [16] because of the transformative impact of this sorbent class for applications such as gas storage [14,15], separation [17] and catalysis [18]. O-Ps shows great promise as a unique, in-situ probe [9,19] of these new crystals. O-Ps lifetimes measured in MCPs are nominally consistent with the standard Tao-Eldrup model [20,21] and its extensions [22,23] in terms of deducing a mean free path in the porous network, but these models inherently treat Ps localized in at least two dimensions (eg., confined radially in a very long cylindrical pore). By ignoring the regularity of the highly open lattice the mobility of the Ps Bloch state and the startlingly long diffusion lengths that result and affect how Ps probes the material are lost. To realize its promising potential it is crucial to understand the quantum state in which Ps exists in MCPs.
We focus this letter on two MCPs called IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-8 (IRMOF refers to “isoreticular metal-organic framework,” a MOF having the same net topology; see Fig. 1). The IRMOF series [24] consists of cubic-structured materials comprised of octahedral Zn₄O clusters linked together by linear dicarboxylates of variable length and chemical functionality. IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-8 are synthesized in our chemistry department and characterized for specific surface area, 3100 m²/g and 4200 m²/g, respectively, and crystallinity (sharp x-ray diffraction pattern). Both have individual grains that are transparent cubic single crystals with average side-length of 300 µm (see also supplementary information online). MCPs are analyzed by stopping positrons in them and measuring the lifetimes of o-Ps that annihilates both in and between the grains. The timing apparatus is similar to that reported in ref. [9]. We have two standard bulk PALS spectrometers and a variety of vacuum tight holders that permit vacuum and high pressure gas exposure, resistive heating, and LN₂ sample cooling. A ²²Na positron source of ~10 µCi is deposited on a tungsten foil and placed at the bottom of a well containing about 0.1 cm³ of MCP crystals. The fraction of all positrons emitted from the source that annihilate as o-Ps is 35-40%.

The annihilation lifetime spectrum is generally well fitted with 3 lifetimes: a short lifetime less than 0.5 ns due to positron and p-Ps annihilation; a predominant o-Ps lifetime around 13.5 ns (IRMOF-1) or 18.5 ns (IRMOF-8) due to Ps annihilation within the crystal framework (72-90% of the o-Ps); and a long lifetime (roughly 80 ns in evacuated MOF) comprising 10–28% of all o-Ps decays. These framework lifetimes correspond in extended Tao-Eldrup annihilation models [22] to Ps mean free paths for annihilation of 1.3 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively; close to the mean free paths (1.5 nm and 1.8 nm) calculated from 4V/S where V and S are specific free volume and surface area from adsorption data [24]. Based on the same annihilation models Liu et al. [9] suggested that the 80 ns lifetime component in evacuated IRMOF-1 was due to Ps trapping in widely-spaced 6 nm diameter crystal defects. We will show that it is instead due to Ps diffusing out and escaping from the crystal grains and annihilating in the intergrannular open volume. This is both very surprising and revealing for two reasons: 1. It is surprising that Ps in such open interparticle volume with void size comparable to the 300 µm particle size, has such a short lifetime of 80 ns and not a value [22] much closer to that of Ps in free-space vacuum, 142 ns; and 2. Grain escape would require an extraordinarily long Ps diffusion length, ℓ, within the MCP grain of ~10 µm. This implies a diffusion constant, D, of order 100 cm²/s; two orders of magnitude larger than Ps or positron diffusion constants reported for condensed matter.
We will have to abandon the classical model of Ps diffusion in favor of a quantum mechanical treatment similar to that for treating electron conductivity and its temperature dependence in metals.

To show that the ~80 ns component is due to Ps escaping from the IRMOF-1 grains PALS spectra were acquired with the MCP exposed to helium and hydrogen gas pressures ranging from vacuum to 110 bar. Our focus is on the decay rate (1/lifetime) and relative intensity of the long-lived Ps component (the effect of gas exposure/adsorption on Ps annihilating in the framework will be presented elsewhere). Figure 2 shows this decay rate for He and H₂ gases at 296 K and 77 K as a function of gas density measured in Amagat (1 Amagat corresponds to the number density of Avogadro’s number of molecules in the STP molar volume; ~1.08 Bar at 296 K). At densities > 0.1 Amagat the decay rate is consistent with that of Ps in pure gas (curves in Fig. 2). These decay rates extrapolate to nominally the vacuum o-Ps value, 0.007 ns⁻¹ (1/142 ns). Were Ps annihilating in gas-filled, 6 nm lattice defects the gas dependent decay rates would extrapolate to 1/80 ns. The decay rates above 0.1 Amagat are completely consistent with Ps annihilating in the very large intergrannular volume while undergoing temperature (T) independent pick-off annihilation with the specific gas. So what is happening below 0.1 Amagat?

The unexpected rise in fitted Ps decay rate at the very lowest gas densities is expanded in the bottom graph of Fig 2. After scaling the H₂ density by a multiplicative factor of 2.5 for both temperatures the H₂ results then agree with the He results (to be discussed). Furthermore, if we scale the two 77 K curves by a factor of 3.3 (~T, not shown in figure) then all four curves would merge to a universal result! This unusual gas and temperature dependence can be explained by assuming that nominally thermalized Ps within the MCP grain diffuses to and escapes from the grain receiving an energy boost of $E_0$ so its total energy outside the grain is $E_0 + kT$ ($E_0$, on the scale of a zero point energy, might be 0.1 – 0.3 eV, [29,30]). Unhindered, such Ps would travel 20-30 mm making ~100 grain collisions and occasionally reenter a grain where annihilation occurs with higher rate corresponding to the 13 ns lifetime deep within the IRMOF-1 framework. The observed 80 ns Ps lifetime is then a time-weighted average of Ps subject to annihilation both inside (13 ns) and outside a grain (142 ns). The role of the gas is simply to degrade the Ps energy by an amount $kT$ or more to below the $E_0$ threshold for grain reentry leaving Ps trapped in the
intergranular space. We assume the energy lost per collision with a gas molecule of mass $M_g$ is

$$\frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{m}{M_g} E_0 n_g \sigma_g v_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $\sigma_g$ is the collision cross section for Ps with the particular gas molecule and $v_0$ is the Ps velocity corresponding to $E_0$. To eliminate grain reentry after some time $t$ (10 ns, the time we begin fitting the spectrum) we require the gas density to be high enough so that $\frac{dE}{dt} \approx kT$ and therefore the required density, $n_g^*$, to decrease the fitted decay rate to that in the pure gas depends on temperature and gas as $n_g^* \sim \frac{M_g}{\sigma_g} T$. This linear dependence on $T$ is evident in Fig. 2 (bottom), the 77 K results scaled by 3.3 (close to $296/77 = 3.8$) merge with the 296 K results. The factor of 2.5 scaling in density of the H$_2$ data indicates

$$\frac{M_{He}}{\sigma_{He}} = 2.5 \frac{M_{H_2}}{\sigma_{H_2}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

and, after accounting for the masses, we conclude $\sigma_{H_2} = 1.25 \sigma_{He}$ at energy $E_0$. Based on direct cross section measurements [31] at energies $> 5$ eV this ratio is plausible. Indeed, given the difficulty in measuring Ps collision cross sections at sub-eV energies [32] it might be useful to use this new MCP-based method for accurately determining relative Ps momentum transfer cross sections for different gases.

The long-lived component in the PALS spectrum is thus the result of Ps escaping from the MCP grains and sometimes re-entering them if there is no buffer gas to slow down the Ps. As a lower limit on the fraction of Ps escaping from the grains, $F_{esc}$, we can simply use the fitted relative o-Ps intensity of this long-lived component which ranges in IRMOF-1 from ~16% at 296 K to 28% to 77 K (in vacuum). Assuming Ps is formed uniformly throughout a cubic particle of side length $L$ the fractional volume within diffusion length $\ell$ of a surface is $F_{esc} \sim 6\ell/L$. $F_{esc}$ of 16% and 28% correspond to $\ell = 8$-14 $\mu$m for particles with $L = 300$ $\mu$m. It is straightforward to
calculate the diffusion constant \( D = l^2/\tau \) since \( \tau =13.5 \) ns. Thus, \( D(77 \text{ K}) \approx 150 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \) and \( D(296 \text{ K}) \approx 50 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \). Such large values for \( l \) and \( D \) in concert with longer diffusion at lower temperature are not consistent with classical diffusion. The argument for quantum diffusion in a Bloch state is compelling if we deduce the mean free path for Ps scattering with the lattice, \( \xi \), and compare with the value of 1.5 nm determined from IRMOF-1 structure. Since \( D = v\xi/3 \) we can deduce \( \xi \) if the average Ps diffusion velocity, \( v \), is known. If we make the unsubstantiated assumption that Ps is thermalized then we deduce \( \xi(77 \text{ K}) =1100 \text{ nm} \) and \( \xi(296 \text{ K}) =190 \text{ nm} \). Even if \( v \) is 10 times higher (unphysical Ps energy of 1-4 eV) \( \xi \) is still 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than 1.5 nm.

To test this assertion of very long mean free paths for lattice scattering we again use He gas as an inert source of Ps scattering within the MCP framework to variably impede Ps diffusion and promote Ps thermalization. We consider \( F_{\text{esc}} \) vs. gas number density, \( n_{\text{He}} \), at 77 K and 296 K. Actually, we have plotted in Figure 3 \( F_{\text{esc}} \) vs. \( n_{\text{He}}\sigma_{\text{He}} \) where we have assumed a reasonable value (within a factor of 2) for \( \sigma_{\text{He}} =0.07 \text{ nm}^2 [32] \) in order to provide an absolute length scale (\( 1/n_{\text{He}}\sigma_{\text{He}} \) is the mean free path for Ps between gas collisions). We can fit most of the data in Fig. 3 if we assume \( \xi \) depends only on temperature, \( v \) is constant over the fitted gas density range, and gas collisions shortend the total Ps mean free path such that

\[
F_{\text{esc}} \sim \frac{6l}{L} = \frac{6}{L} \frac{\sqrt{v\tau/3}}{1 + n_{\text{He}}\sigma_{\text{He}}}. \tag{3}
\]

We exclude data below 0.001 nm\(^{-1}\) which correspond to the low density (< 0.1 Amagat) results shown in Fig. 2 that involve grain reentry (not a simple diffusion model). The fitted values of \( \xi \) are 200 ±25 nm at 296 K and 425 ±50 nm at 77 K. The important point here is that \( \xi(T) \) is primarily determined by the gas scattering dependence (the shape of the curve) and not the absolute normalization term of \( \sqrt{v\tau/3} \). We do find that this fitted velocity term is the same for 77 K and 296 K which suggests that Ps is only able to approach room temperature thermalization in the lattice. The agreement of this value of \( \xi(296 \text{ K}) \) with the earlier value of 190 nm assuming thermal velocity supports this claim. Depending on our choice of \( \sigma_{\text{He}} \) these
values could change by a factor of two, but the inescapable fact is that the mean free path for scattering by lattice imperfections is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the 1.3 nm cell size of IRMOF-1. This unhindered propagation due to the coherent constructive interference of the scattered waves by a perfect lattice is a hallmark of Bloch states.

The temperature dependence of Ps escaping from the grains, $F_{\text{esc}}$, is shown for IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-8 in Fig. 4. The Ps lattice mean free path $\ell$ should be the combined result of temperature dependent phonon scattering ($\ell_{\text{ph}}$) and temperature independent defect scattering ($\ell_{\text{def}}$):

$$\frac{1}{\ell(T)} = \frac{1}{\ell_{\text{ph}}(T)} + \frac{1}{\ell_{\text{def}}}. \quad (4)$$

Assuming the phonon density $n_{\text{ph}}$ will increase $\sim$ linearly with $T$ (the high temperature limit of the Bose-Einstein phonon distribution) the Ps-phonon scattering mean free path $\ell_{\text{ph}} = 1/n_{\text{ph}}\sigma_{\text{ph}} \sim 1/T$. The curves shown in the figure are fits with this model that ignores any temperature dependence in the velocity term in $F_{\text{esc}}$ (no Ps thermalization). This increase in the already long mean free path of Ps at low temperatures further illustrates the similarity with metallic electrical conductivity governed by phonon/defect scattering of Bloch electrons.

By way of temperature dependent gas exposure measurements in two MCPs we have shown that $D\sim$100 cm$^2$/s and the deduced mean free paths for Ps scattering with lattice phonons and defects are hundreds of nanometers. On the other hand, Ps annihilation determined by wave function overlap is perfectly consistent with the lattice scale lengths of $\sim$1.5 nm. The simplest conclusion is that Ps is in a Bloch state manifested by a mean free path for scattering limited only by lattice imperfections. As a result the degree of crystalline imperfection of synthesized MCP will have wide ranging impact on the Ps annihilation lifetime spectrum both in terms of Ps diffusing and (not) thermalizing in the framework (fitted lifetime and intensity reduced by escape from the grain) and Ps moving amongst and reentering the grains (the lifetime and intensity of the long-lived Ps component). Study of this interesting delocalized atomic state is enabled by the recent availability of controllable nanometer lattice constant crystals and simplified by the minimal complexity of bulk lifetime techniques. In future work it would be interesting to perform angular correlation measurements on para-Ps annihilating in MCPs to determine if the
distinctive umklapp phonon peaks can be resolved [33]. Velocity spectroscopy [29] of the Ps emitted from the grains of varying IRMOF samples could check the lattice size dependence of the emission energy $E_0$. Relative Ps-gas collision cross sections for $E_0$ in the sub-eV range could help constrain divergent absolute measurements [32]. Further experiments on Ps Bloch state scattering from gases in the framework are also warranted to examine the applicability of plane wave cross sections determined in the pure gas. Finally, we need to improve our understanding of how this delocalized state of Ps is probing this important new class of MCP crystals.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Models of IRMOF-1 (left) and IRMOF-8 (Zn, blue tetrahedra; O, red; C, gray. H atoms omitted for clarity). The cubic cell sizes are 1.292 nm and 1.505 nm, respectively.
Fig. 2. (Color online) (Top) Long-lived component decay rate in IRMOF-1 for He and H₂ gas at 77 K and 296 K. The solid/dashed curves are the o-Ps decay rates measured in the respective pure gases at 77 K and 296 K. The 77 K data continues the same trend to 400 Amagat. The unusual drop in the decay rate to that in the pure gases (solid line) at the lowest 0.1% of density are expanded in the lower graph. Both sets of H₂ data have been scaled by a multiplicative factor of 2.5 in density to account for its faster energy loss per collision than He.
Fig. 3. (Color online) The fraction of Ps escaping the IRMOF-1 grain vs. gas density (multiplied by a nominal value for the Ps-He cross section, $\sigma_{He} = 0.07 \text{ nm}^2$). The smooth curves are fits to a simple diffusion model that incorporates the variable gas scattering mean free path, $1/n_{He}\sigma_{He}$, with a temperature dependent mean free path for scattering with the lattice. Points on the far left are excluded from fitting as discussed in text.
Fig. 4. (Color online) The temperature dependence of Ps escaping evacuated IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-8 grains. For IRMOF-8 $F_{\text{esc}}$ has been divided by a factor of $2.3 = 300\mu\text{m}/130\mu\text{m}$ to account for its enhanced escape from smaller $130\mu\text{m}$ grains. The smooth curves are fits to a diffusion model with a Ps-phonon mean free path that varies as $1/T$ and with a Ps-defect mean free path that is constant.